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Asking for Directions: The Case for Federal Courts To Use Certification Across Borders

Michael J. Wishnie & Oona A. Hathaway

For more than a decade, the bench, bar, and commentators have disagreed as to whether judges should look to decisions of international and foreign courts for guidance in resolving disputes that appear in U.S. courts. In 2003, Justice Scalia’s dissent in Lawrence v. Texas warned darkly that the majority’s citation to foreign and international sources was “[d]angerous dicta” that risked “impos[ing] foreign moods, fads, or fashions on Americans.” The next year, then-Attorney General Alberto Gonzales objected that “[r]eliance on foreign law threatens to unmoor the court from the proper source of its authority.” Members of Congress echoed those sentiments, some going so far as to threaten to impeach Justices who relied on such materials.

As a member of the U.S. Supreme Court for more than two decades, Justice Stephen Breyer has been a quiet participant in this conversation—drawing upon decisions of foreign colleagues to enrich his opinions. Now, in his new book, The Court and the World, Justice Breyer offers a full-throated defense of the practice, arguing that it is not only permissible and desirable but unavoidable. New global challenges require renewed cooperation among judges across state borders. To decide cases in our globalized world, he contends, judges need to wrestle with foreign and international law. In some cases, U.S. judges must apply foreign or international law as controlling, not...

5. See id. at 226–46.
merely persuasive, authority. In others, U.S. judges must be aware of how foreign courts have resolved similar issues and consider what effects their decisions are likely to have in other states. Ultimately, Justice Breyer's argument is one of pragmatism, not ideology.

As professors who teach, write about, and litigate issues of foreign and international law, we fully agree with Justice Breyer's central claims. Indeed, this is a position that would be utterly uncontroversial in almost any other country. It is a position, moreover, that allows U.S. courts to extend the influence of U.S. law throughout the world—for judges the world over look to the decisions of our own courts for insights.

But there is a real-world problem that Justice Breyer fails fully to confront in his book, one that may undermine the effectiveness of his important message. And that is this: even if they are willing to look, U.S. courts often have no idea where or how to find the law Justice Breyer would have them consider.

To be fair, this is not the fault of the judiciary alone. The legal education system in the United States, until recently, offered little in the way of foreign or international law training (with the limited exception of courses on English common law). Many judges went to law school in the Cold War era, when they were not encouraged to learn the bodies of law that Justice Breyer would have them consult. Equally important, foreign and international legal sources are difficult to find. Westlaw, Lexis, and other legal research tools commonly used by U.S. lawyers offer little in the way of foreign law. And even if they did, judges' chambers are not often well-equipped to read decisions in foreign languages, much less appreciate their meaning in context. It is no coincidence that when judges do look to foreign legal decisions, they look most often to those written in English: decisions from the United Kingdom and Canada prominent among them.

As a result, U.S. courts—including the U.S. Supreme Court itself—are often hostage to the litigants to bring the most relevant information about foreign law to them. When a party makes a claim about foreign law, the Court is often not in a position to evaluate that claim. When, for example, litigants

6. See id. at 176-78, 199-218.
7. See, e.g., Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 577 (2005) ("The United Kingdom's experience bears particular relevance here in light of the historic ties between our countries and in light of the Eighth Amendment's own origins.").
9. In Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 576 (2003), for example, the Court cited an amicus brief as the only authority for the proposition that, "[o]ther nations, too, have taken action consistent with an affirmation of the protected right of homosexual adults to engage in intimate, consensual conduct."
claimed that the Alien Tort Statute, the subject of *Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co.*, 10 was alone in the world in providing for civil liability for violations of the law of nations, the Court was not well equipped to check the accuracy of the claim. To help address this gap, one of us co-authored an amicus brief to answer the claim. 11

One may think that this is simply the nature of the adversarial process: the courts rely on the parties to bring to light the material that best supports their cause. But courts usually do not rely on the litigants and amici—who are inevitably self-interested—for relevant legal materials to confirm or disconfirm important claims. Federal judges have small armies of law clerks and law librarians to do just that—to test the litigants’ claims against the relevant legal materials. But the courts, including Supreme Court, are not well equipped to do the same when it comes to claims about foreign and international law.

So what’s a judge to do? One obvious solution would be for legislatures to provide resources that would allow courts to better evaluate such claims. And, indeed, we think there is a case for the Supreme Court, at the very least, to devote more resources than it currently does to developing capacities that allow the Justices to better evaluate litigants’ foreign or international law claims. There is also a gaping hole in the current information infrastructure that an enterprising company ought to seek to fill—allowing lawyers and courts alike to better access the resources they require to make the kinds of arguments Breyer rightly emphasizes are so relevant in today’s world. 12

But these are long-term and potentially costly fixes. Is there something that a judge who wants to answer Justice Breyer’s call to arms can do right now to ensure she is not receiving an incomplete or partial picture of foreign or international law, whether as controlling or persuasive authority? The answer is yes: U.S. courts could certify questions to foreign and international courts.

This may seem like a radical proposal, but in fact there is precedent for it. When a U.S. state court confronts a dispositive but unsettled question of law from another jurisdiction within the United States, it need not rely solely on the arguments of the parties. Instead, one court may “certify,” or submit, that

---

11. Supplemental Brief of Yale Law School Center for Global Legal Challenges as Amicus Curiae in Support of Petitioners at 28-36, *Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co.*, 133 S. Ct. 1659 (2013) (No. 10-1491) (responding to the claim that the ATS was unusual in providing for civil liability for violations of the law of nations).
12. Few foreign law databases provide the summaries, commentaries, headnotes, and other helpful annotations that Lexis and Westlaw do. Many international tribunals publish their claims, filings, and decisions online. Again, however, users must navigate and search them individually. Among the subscription databases with the best international law coverage are the Oxford Reports on International Law and Brill’s International Law and Human Rights. But even these are far from complete, and U.S. judicial chambers often do not have easy access to them.
question of law to the high court of another jurisdiction. The Supreme Court has explained that certification of questions of law can “save time, energy, and resources and helps build a cooperative judicial federalism.” Connecticut, for instance, permits its supreme court to certify a question of law to, or receive a certified question from, the highest court of another state or of a federally recognized Native American tribe. Likewise, federal courts may certify a question of state law to the appropriate state court, and since a 1960 Supreme Court opinion inspired broader use of the practice, nearly all states have adopted formal rules governing certification. This practice preserves comity and facilitates sound adjudication, especially where important public policies are at stake or the issue is likely to recur.

Lower federal courts may also certify questions up to a higher court where there a decisive question of law on which there is substantial difference of opinion and where an immediate appeal could resolve the dispute more quickly. In each case, courts may of course decline to respond to a certified question. And while a court that certifies a question within the U.S. must generally treat the response as authoritative, that would not necessarily be the case in the event of a foreign or international certification. Nonetheless, this sort of exchange could further the collaborative judicial problem solving.

15. CONN. GEN. STAT. § 51-190b(c)-(d) (2015).
16. See Clay v. Sun Ins. Office Ltd., 363 U.S. 207 (1960) (vacating and remanding a federal appellate decision for failing to take advantage of a Florida statute “which permits a federal court to certify such a doubtful question of state law to the Supreme Court of Florida for its decision”).
21. See RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS §§ 482, 483 (elaborating circumstances in which a U.S. court need not respect a foreign judgment).
encouraged by Justice Breyer. If state, federal, and tribal courts can communicate with each other, why not U.S. and foreign or international courts?

Some federal judges appear to have warmed to the idea. Not long ago, Judge Raymond Lohier suggested that, in “the context of cross-border commercial disputes, there is every reason to develop a similar formal certification process pursuant to which federal courts may certify an unsettled and important question of foreign law to the courts of a foreign country.”

More recently, Judge Shira Scheindlin sounded a more urgent note. “Rule 44.1 requires me to determine the relevant foreign law in a dispute pending in a U.S. court,” she wrote. “While I can rely on all available sources, and credit whatever expert testimony I choose, there is one thing I cannot do which would be the most helpful. I cannot certify these unsettled questions of Russian law to the Russian courts.”

But local rules are not created by the legislature—Congress has authorized courts to adopt these rules themselves. This problem is therefore entirely within the power of each federal court to change. Nothing prevents a federal court from amending its local rules to permit certification to foreign or international courts. And even in the absence of a local rule, courts in an appropriate case may exercise their authority under the All Writs Act or pursuant to their inherent judicial powers simply to ask a foreign or international court whether it will accept a certified question. In other words, U.S. courts already have the power to request the views of a foreign or international court, either regarding a dispositive point of law in a U.S. case or even in the broader, consultative manner envisioned by Justice Breyer.

One might object, as critics of certification within the U.S. have done, that the practice can cause delays in adjudication, unduly burden the court to which a question is certified, and generate advisory opinions in response. None of

25. See, e.g., Eisenberg, Note, supra note 17, at 81 & n.80 (noting that South Carolina adopted a certification procedure by court rule).
26. 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a) (2012). The All Writs Act was enacted in the First Judiciary Act of 1789 and has long been recognized as a broad grant of interstitial authority to issue all orders necessary to the sound adjudication of cases over which a court has proper jurisdiction.
27. Notably, some state courts have concluded that it was within their inherent judicial powers to answer a certified question, even in the absence of a state statute expressly authorizing the practice. See, e.g., Sunshine Mining Co. v. Allendale Mutual Ins. Co., 666 P.2d 1144 (Idaho 1983); In re Elliott, 446 P.2d 347 (Wash. 1968).
these objections have stifled the certification process in the United States, however, and there is no reason to believe courts could not manage a foreign or international version equally well. Judges are well-positioned to determine when delay is sufficiently prejudicial to a litigant to proceed with an adjudication even absent a response to a certified question; courts burdened by the receipt of certified questions can decline the certification; and the existence of a live dispute between parties in the certifying court tends to prevent a purely advisory opinion by another court (if that court’s own rules even prevent their issuance).

Of course, we do not pretend that our proposal is a complete fix for the problem we have identified. As already noted, simply because U.S. courts make a request does not mean a foreign court must respond. If answers are provided, litigants may disagree with them (and, indeed, they should be permitted to offer their views in response). Moreover, the availability of certification should not absolve courts of the responsibility to become better informed and to develop resources that allow them to evaluate foreign and international law claims with the same rigor they do domestic law claims. There may be other avenues for obtaining information, as well, that judges might explore—for example, appointing an amicus to provide expert briefing on specific questions of foreign or international law or issuing a letter rogatory to a foreign or international court. But even if it is not a complete fix, certification offers courts an important tool. It also has symbolic value that other solutions might not. Certifying questions to foreign and international courts would demonstrate that U.S. judges value the informed opinions of their counterparts the world over.

The U.S. Supreme Court could lead the way. In the 1950s, the Court developed the practice of “calling for the views of the Solicitor General” when,

28. The Supreme Court, in particular, can appoint expert amici and can use the process of “calling for the views of the Solicitor General” to obtain information on the content of foreign or international law. Indeed, the Office of Foreign Law at the Department of Justice (OFL) employs foreign lawyers to defend U.S. interests abroad, and those lawyers are in a particularly good position to opine on the content of foreign law. The Solicitor General would likely coordinate an answer from OFL and the Legal Adviser’s Office at State in preparing its brief.

for practical, political, or other reasons, the Justices sought help before deciding petitions for certiorari or cases on the merits.\textsuperscript{30} This practice fostered a productive dialogue between the judiciary and the executive branch while facilitating the work of the Court.\textsuperscript{31} No rule of the Supreme Court governs this practice. Now, in the still early years of the twenty-first century, the U.S. Supreme Court could innovate again, this time by certifying a question to, or requesting the views of, a foreign or international court. In this way, the Court could begin to invite a truly informed and engaged dialogue with the world.
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